By Roger B. Hirsch
o most manufacturers, spot
welding is the most economical way to join two pieces of
sheet metal. While joining sheet metal
is the most common use for the process,
resistance welding (RW) equipment
actually can be used for a large variety
of joining and heat-treating projects,
some of which are not so well-known.

T

Resistance Welding
Annealing
Annealing of production components
often is required. While sending these
parts through an annealing oven can be
economical, heating entire components
often leads to undesirable distortion.
Also, if production volumes are limited,
oven annealing is not always a practical solution.

For example, a high-carbon-steel
component previously had been friction-welded—high-speed rotation of
one part against a fixed part—to a
stainless steel shaft. The area at the
joint became brittle and could not be
machined without shattering.
A solution was to pass a current
through the joint (see Lead-in photo).
The RW control uses an integrated infrared temperature feedback device. The
fiber-optic lens that measures temperature is shown in the lead-in photo,
just above the electrode on the left side
of the weld joint. A fully controlled
temperature rise-and-hold curve was
achieved to anneal the entire joint
without altering the metallurgy or geometry of the rest of the part.

Cross-wire Welding
Most people think of the RW process as
a way to join round wire to make

store
displays or
dishwasher racks. However, cross-wire
welding can be used to join other components, from light bulb filaments to
automotive seating.
One example is probably sitting on
your kitchen counter: your bread toaster. If you look inside your toaster, you
will be amazed at the large number of
cross-wire joints used to form the bread
guides and connect the heating grids to
electrical power.
Eighty-four individual spot welds are
inside a four-slot toaster (see Figure 1).
The welding equipment used to produce
the toaster, manufactured by The Standard Resistance Welder Company, Winston, Georgia, enables high-volume production of this assembly with joints that
can outlast the appliance’s life.
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Some lesser-known uses of
resistance welding equipment
Fusing Stranded Wire
The RW process can be used to
securely fuse the cut ends of round or
flat wire cable. Fusing stranded wire ends
can replace crimp connectors to reduce
production cost and increase reliability.
For a typical flat-braided-wire jumper
used to connect battery terminals, special-alloy electrodes are machined to
capture the strands, and a temperature
feedback device is connected to the
welding control to apply the correct
amount of heat. If done properly, the
resulting fused area is one solid copper
pad that can be punched (see Figure 2).
In production situations, the strand
wire feeds continuously from a reel and
is cut on-the-fly. This process also is
used to produce wire pigtails used to
make circuit breakers and switch gear, as
well as carbon brushes for brush motors.

Replacing Riveting With
Projection Welding
DT Peer Company, Benton Harbor,
Michigan, was presented with a challenge
to find a process that could replace laborintensive riveting. Two stamped halves
of an idler pulley were being joined by
12 rivets. The company added 12 projection bumps to the parts and used projection welding to join the two pieces in
one hit (see Figure 3).
As a result, time for the entire joining process was a fraction of the rivet
time, cost of the rivets was eliminated,
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and the strength of the final product
equaled or exceeded that of the riveted
assembly, according to the company.

Joining Dissimilar Metals
Using Percussion Welding
A little-known RW process is
required to join greatly dissimilar
metals, such as a component used in
a switch gear device that consists of
two silver contacts joined to a solid
copper bar (see Figure 4). The percussion welding process uses a specialized RW machine that creates a hightemperature arc between the parts and
then rapidly forges the parts together.
The actual heating and forging time is
less than 16 milliseconds.
When compared to riveted assembly of similar
contacts, the joint produced
with percussion welding can be
stronger and lower in electrical resistance. Because of this, higher current
can be conducted through the contacts.
Also, the joint will not oxidize over
time, which can happen in riveted contact assemblies.

Joining Nails
The RW process often joins rolls of
nails used in pneumatic nail gun magazines. Two copper-flashed steel wires
are projection-welded to each nail in a
high-speed, continuous process (see
Figure 5). Speeds of up to 1,200 nails

Figure 1
It takes more than 84 welds to
produce the operating mechanism of
a toaster.

Figure 2
A resistance welding system fused the
ends of this braided copper jumper.

per minute can be achieved using seam
welding wheels on specially designed
RW equipment.
The trick to this process is synchronization between the nail feed and the
welding control. To ensure that each
nail will be secured to both wires, weld
current must be applied precisely when
the high point of each nail is centered
under the welding wheel.
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Hot Upsetting

Figure 3
Projection welds replaced 12 rivets
on this idler pulley.

Hot upsetting is used to produce a
variety of parts. By using an RW system to heat the end of a metal rod
before forcing the plastic-state metal
into a die, almost any shape can be
achieved with precision and high production speeds.
For example, Banner Welder, Inc.,
Germantown, Wisconsin, produces automated equipment to hot-upset rivets
used to join chain links (see Figure 6).
Because the rivets shrink as they cool,
joints between links are tighter than
those produced by other processes. Compared to an induction heating system
formerly used for this hot upsetting, localized heating produced by
the RW system can yield more uniform rivet heads at higher speeds
without changing the metallurgy of the
chain links.

Figure 4
Silver contacts are percussion-welded to a copper bar,
shown before cleanup.

Figure 5
Two wires join a strip of nails for
use in a nail gun.

Figure 6
The resistance
welding hot upset process forms
rivet heads to join chain links.

Joining Hardened Metal
RW joining of heat-treated metal and
spring steel can be tricky. Temperatures
achieved during the RW process typically
are in the same range as those of heat
treating. Rapid cooling of the welding
nugget can cause the joints produced
to become brittle. However,
advances in modern welding controls allow welding and annealing to be done in a single
process.
One example is the welding of hardened balls on the end of engine push rods
and rocker arms. In a small-engine rocker
arm, for instance, a fully hardened ball
is butt-welded to the 1018 steel body,
producing a fully ductile joint as
strong as the parent metal (see
Figure 7).
Because of the equipment design
and precise control sequence, hardness
of the ball remains unchanged. During
destructive testing, the stamped part is
gripped in a vise just below the pivot
hole, and a hammer is applied to the
side of the hardened ball. The metal of

the rocker body bends as shown in
Figure 7, but the hardened ball remains
in place.

Securing a Hardened Fastener
The manufacturer of small-horsepower engines needed a way to prevent a
pretorqued valve assembly from becoming loose during high-speed engine cycle
service. The valve assembly consists of a
hardened screw running through the
center of the spring and a threaded,
hat-shaped nut on the bottom. During
assembly, the screw is tightened to a
precise torque value, and the electrodes
come from either side of the nut to join
it to the screw (see Figure 8).
Because the screw is hardened, a special RW control process was developed
to prevent the screw from becoming
brittle while securely welding the two
parts. This is critical, because failure of
this part can cause total destruction of
an engine.

Temperature
Feedback Brazing
Feedback resistance brazing uses current from an RW transformer, passing it
through parts to create heat, which then
melts the silver solder (or other alloys)
and heats both parts to join the components. The process also can be used for
soft solder projects.
Recent advances in infrared temperature measurement systems integrated
into welding controls allow precise control of this process. Because of temperature feedback technology, the process
lends itself to automation.
Figure 9 shows a high-current
switch component with two silver contacts that are resistance-feedbackbrazed to a heavy copper component.
Electrodes are placed on top of the silver contacts and on the underside of
the copper body.
A noncontact infrared temperature
measurement system is focused at an
area near the joint. This part is produced
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with a specialized welding control manufactured by Unitrol Electronics, Inc.,
Northbrook, Illinois. The control-integrated, closed-loop temperature feedback uses a computerized phase shift
system to reach the selected temperature at a predetermined rate and maintain this temperature for the selected
time.
Joints produced by this method are
as strong as those produced by flame or
induction processes. However, because
the RW process is more controllable and
localized, the heat-affected zone (HAZ)
on the copper body is smaller, the braze
quality is more consistent, and production speeds are faster.
Joining a series of posts to a shotgun barrel is another example of how
the RW temperature feedback process
is used (see Figure 10). These posts
connect a ribbed bar used to attach the
sighting mechanism. The process can
produce fully brazed joints without bending the barrel or changing its cross section, which can affect accuracy.
Other applications in which temperature feedback brazing can replace more
traditional induction processes include
brazing carbide tips on saw blades, silver soldering copper tungsten faces on
copper RW electrodes, and joining eyeglass frame components.

Welding Unstripped,
Insulated Wire
How do you resistance-weld through
insulation on magnet wire? Eaton Corporation Automotive Actuator and Sensor
Division, Rochester Hills, Michigan, burns
off the insulation and welds in a onestep process. A custom welding system
(see Figure 11) is used to weld magnet
wires to terminals on automotive electronic transmission coils (see Figure 12).
Unstripped magnet wire first is

wrapped around the end of a
C-formed tab, as shown on the right
in Figure 12, and then current is
passed through the tab using a
precision RW system. Heat is created in the bend of the tab to burn off
the insulation, and then the two parts
are welded together on the right side
in Figure 12. Wires to both tabs are
welded at the same time in one station, and the total welding process
takes less than 1⁄4 second.
Dual Unitrol welding controls monitor both electrode force and welding
current during the process to ensure
consistent quality for this high-volume
part. The system, manufactured by
Adaptive Technologies, Inc., Huntertown, Indiana, also checks the electrical resistance of the finished product
before moving the coil to the unloading station.

Figure 7
A hardened steel ball is resistancewelded to a rocker arm body.

Making Jewelry
Without Soldering
Soldering has been the traditional
method of joining parts in manufacturing jewelry. During tradeshows, TaylorWinfield Company, Brookfield, Ohio,
often demonstrates an alternative to
soldering. A show machine (see
Figure 13) automatically
assembles tie tacks using butt
welding to join a sharp steel
pin to the back of a dime.
The actual time required
to weld the pin is about 50 milliseconds, and no marking or discoloration
occurs on the front of the dime. The
strength of the joint exceeds that of
soldering, and no cleanup is required.
In addition, the position of the pin is
precise, because the RW system holds
both parts under force during the
process, making high-volume automation practical.

Figure 8
A torque nut that is resistance-welded to a hardened screw prevents loosening of the valve assembly.

Figure 9
Two silver contacts are resistancefeedback-brazed to a copper base.

Figure 10
Sighting bar posts are RW-temperature-feedback-brazed to a shotgun
barrel.
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This machine also illustrates how the
Unitrol welding control—without a programmable logic controller—operates all
components in the machine, including
the vibratory bowl, pick-and-place of
dime and tack, welding, weld monitoring, and part unloading.

Fusing Tubing Overbraid
A system used to produce stainless
steel overbraid Teflon® hoses that are
cut to length features an automated
process that uses a specialized RW control to electrocut and fuse ends of the
stainless steel overbraid to prevent flowering of the braid ends (see Figure 14).
The Teflon inner hose, which now is
clean and cut to length, does not have
any loose strands at the ends. This step
can make later insertion into hose fittings easier. Parts can be produced automatically at rates up to 650 pieces
per hour, depending on hose length.

Stress-relieving
the Statue of Liberty
When the Statue of Liberty underwent an extensive restoration in 1986,
the engineers decided to use 1,825 new
stainless steel armature bars to replace
the original, corroded iron bars that
formed the statue’s skeleton frame. However, when work began on these parts,
the bending process caused hard spots
and residual stress.

Figure 12
Figure 11
This semiautomatic machine welds and
tests electromagnetic coils.

Coils welded on the machine shown in
Figure 11 show before (left) and after
(right) resistance welding of insulated,
unstripped magnet wire.

Typical Resistance-welded Parts
Automotive and Accessories
Air bags
Alternators
Brackets
Bumpers
Doors
Fenders
Frames
Front structures
Fuel filters
Fuel injectors

Fuel rails
Gas tanks
Hoods
Instrument panels
Mufflers
Oil pans
Peddles
Pickup boxes
Push rods
Quarter panels

Seating
Shifters
Shock absorbers
Spark plugs
Starter motors
Steering wheels
Tailgates
Underbody
Valve covers
Wheel rims

Computers and Electronics
Circuit boards
Circuit breakers
Computer cabinets
Computer chassis
Doorbell frames
Electrical boxes
Electrical contacts

Electric meter cases
Electric motors
Integrated circuits
Jamming leads
Light bulb elements
Printer frames
Printer mechanisms

Stereo cabinets
Switches
Television cameras
Television frames
Time clocks
Transistors
VCR mechanisms

Home and Kitchen Appliances
Air conditioners
Bathtubs
Coffee- and teapots
Compressors
Creamer handles
Dishwashers
Dishwasher racks
Dryers
Exhaust fans
Fireplaces
Furnaces

Furniture frames
Garbage disposals
Gas burners
Hangers
Irons
Ironing boards
Microwaves
Oven racks
Picture frames
Pots and pans
Ranges and hoods

Aircraft
Automatic doors
Building trusses
Chains
Closures
Compressor housing
Concrete reinforcements
Conveyors
Cryogenic containers
Culvert pipe
DOE fuel reactors
Door closers

Door frames
Door tracks
Elevators
Fans and guards
Floats for tanks
Floors and floor grids
Fuel cans
Fuel filters
Fuel tanks
Hinges
Hose clamps
Locks

Refrigerators
Shopping carts
Sinks
Stovetops
Tables and chairs
Thermos bottles
Trash compactors
Utensils
Washers
Washtubs
Window frames

Industrial

Figure 13
A tie tack welding machine operates without a programmable logic controller.

Metal entrance doors
Oil drums
Pipe
Rail lines
Steel drums
Steel grating
Steel tubing
Tanks
Train Cars
Valves
Wire decking
Wire mesh filters
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The engineers turned to Lors Machinery, Inc., Union, New Jersey, which devised an RW-based annealing process
(see Figure 15). The system uses an RW
transformer connected by water-cooled
cables to clamps on either end of a long
table. A hand-held infrared instrument
helps to maintain a uniform temperature
of 1,900 degrees F over the entire length
of each armature.

Other RW Applications

Figure 15
An RW system anneals a stainless steel armature strut from the Statue of Liberty.

Lawn and Garden
Cotton gins
Cultivators
Earth moving equipment
Farm equipment
Fertilizer spreaders
Lanterns

Lawn chairs
Grills
Garden tools
Lawn mowers
Picnic tables
Snow blowers

Tomato cages
Tractors
Trowels
Water pails
Water pumps
Wire fences

Crutches
Beds
Dental chairs
Dental devices
Drug cabinets

Eyeglass frames
Food carts
Leg braces
Lockers
Operating tables

Aluminum briefcases
Bookcases
Chairs
Clocks

Desks
File cabinets
Modular walls
Shelving

Aquarium stands
Bicycles and parts
Boats and marine accessories
Cameras

Card racks
Card tables
Cat and dog cages
Fishing hardware

Buckets
Band saw blades
Caulking guns
Chain saws

Extended-shank drills
Lug wrenches
Mop wringers
Power saw blades

Power tools
Toolboxes
Tool cabinets
Workbenches

Aircraft
Ammo boxes
Arrow points
Berths
Carts
Desks

Field kitchens
First-aid lockers
Galley equipment
Guns
Helicopters
Lockers

Radar
Rifles
Rifle barrels
Shells
Shipboard walls
Trucks

Fire extinguishers
Restaurant equipment
Safes

Scales
School furniture
Signs

For almost a century, the RW process
has proven to be the preferred method of
joining an almost unlimited variety of
metal assemblies. In addition to the parts
mentioned in this article and listed by
members of the Resistance Welder Manufacturers’ Association (RWMA) (see Sidebar), a
review of products manufactured in your
facility should uncover other applications
for the RW process. ●

Medical
Prostheses
Surgical tubes
Tweezers
Wheelchairs
Wheelchair rims

Office Equipment
Staplers
Telephones
Trash baskets
Typewriters

Pets and Recreation
Lanterns
RV campers
Swing sets
Toys

Roger B. Hirsch is President and CEO of Unitrol
Electronics, Inc., 702 Landwehr Road, Northbrook, Illinois 60062, phone 847-480-0115, fax
847-480-0932, e-mail roger@unitrol-electronics.
com, Web site www.unitrol-electronics.com.
Unitrol Electronics, Inc., designs and manufactures resistance welding controls and water
chiller systems.
To find out more about resistance welding,
contact the Resistance Welder Manufacturers’
Association (RWMA), 1900 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103, phone 215564-3484, fax 215-963-9785, e-mail rwma@
fernley.com, Web site www.rwma.org.
Write 1 on reply card

Tools and Janitorial

General
Telephone booths
Vending machines
Watches

Source: The Resistance Welder Manufacturers’ Association.
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Figure 14
This machine automatically electrocuts
and fuses end strands on stainless steel
overbraid Teflon® tubing.

